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Get more from your technology 
to adapt to customer needs 
and leverage a fully digital 
lifecycle to deliver a rich 
customer experience and 
flexible engagement. 

Ease of regulation and the impact 
on open banking, customer onboarding, 
and cloud hosting create new market 
opportunities for challenger banks. 

Expand beyond recovery and resilience. 
Move to the next era of innovation.

Digitization across payments and banking has been 
gaining momentum across the region. Branch networks 
are declining, while contactless and digital payments 
transactions are achieving exponential growth due to 
customer behaviour. There are layers of complexity in a 
bank. Banks must assess their readiness and rethink their 
infrastructure, employees, and back-office operations 
to work seamlessly, digitally, and rise to the new digital 
demand’s challenges. 

A better digital bank is not only concerned about what 
customers see and their experience, but it’s also deeply 
invested in the digital inside. The bank’s technology and 
ecosystem enable capitalization on industry must-haves 
like cloud-based architecture, risk management and KYC, 
open banking and collaborations with finTechs to achieve 
automation and scalability securely.

Building better digital banks
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Banks are turning to digital technologies to improve margins in a 
persistently low-interest environment, reduce costs, and be more 
responsible and flexible. Leveraging technology allows banks to 
achieve two things:

Meet customer needs/preference/demands

Significantly reduce cost base through enabling straight-
through processing with lesser human intervention involved.”

The way of working matters a lot in making a digital approach 
successful, it is the fabric. It’s how the technology enables new 
ways of working, or new means of bringing people together for 
work. That’s when the magic happens.” 

Brian Ledbetter
Senior Partner
MCKINSEY & COMPANY
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Retail digital currencies (digital cash) in 
the UK is more feature-driven—such as 
micropayments or smart money that 
enable new business models. It is vital to 
get the design of digital currencies right 
to avoid problems in the banking system.

William Lovell
Head of Future Technology
Bank of England



Digital banking has become the new 
normal, increasing the importance of 
digital products offered by any bank. 
This presents an opportunity for 
banking. In the past, banking has been 
a regional offering. Today it’s becoming 
a global business that can be addressed 
with a global, digital product.” 

Georg Hauer
General Manager
N26



Today, building a digital bank is about bringing a value 
proposition to the customer. That entails being in time for 
the market, spending resources in the right areas so that 
we can get the bang for the buck. Cloud technology has 
made it a lot easier today given regulatory acceptance and 
the maturity of the technology. We’ve had a blank canvas, 
looking at the components that go in on what’s readily 
available in the market. We look to see where we can buy 
technology that’s off the shelf like FLEXCUBE, which has 
an architecture that enables us to jumpstart our bank 
without having to re-invent the wheel in the process.”  

Saleem Arshad
Chief Technology Officer
W1TTY



There are four key technology 
foundations to deliver a better 
digital banking experience:

Cloud-ready foundation

Machine learning framework

IoT

Open APIs”

Amit Bhasin
Sales Director 
Oracle Financial Services
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To help you navigate the discussion, we hope you find the following listening bookmarks handy:

05:17  Challenges & opportunities for digital banks 
 going international 
 Georg Hauer, General Manager, N26

08:12  Building a cloud native digital bank in a remote   
 working environment 
 Saleem Arshad, Chief Technology Officer, W1TTY

11:05  Key takeaways – Learnings/drawbacks which   
 financial institutions face in digital transformation 
 Brian Ledbetter, Senior Partner, McKinsey & Co

16:05  Central bank digital currencies – How they could be  
 introduced into the mainstream market 
 William Lovell, Head of Future Technology, 
 Bank of England 

20:20  Key technologies that banks are investing in 
 Amit Bhasin, Sales Director, Oracle Financial Services

MINUTE

Here’s your on-demand audio link!

26:34  How new entrants into digital banking can 
 i) be competitive, ii) have longevity 
 Saleem Arshad, Chief Technology Officer, W1TTY

29:15  How technology enables a digital banking roll-out  
 in Europe 
 Georg Hauer, General Manager, N26

34:37  New business models for the 
 financial services industry 
 Brian Ledbetter, Senior Partner, McKinsey & Co

39:43  The importance of digitizing 
 internal banking processes 
 Amit Bhasin, Sales Director, Oracle Financial Services



Looking for more information

Customer Success Stories
Meet Oracle Banking Innovators

Blog
Why Millennials, Gen Z prefer 
to bank like Boomers

eBook
Building better banks: 3 critical 
consideration to opening the bank

How consumer banking relationships are changing in the new decade
Conducted across ten major banking regions and gathered from more than 2,000 consumers under 
the age of 30, the 2020-2021 Global Banking Survey provides an unparalleled view of how behaviours 
and preferences are changing among today’s emerging banking customers.



Thinkathon Regional Webcast Series



Connect with us

Banks can reinvent, build from scratch, or pivot to 
respond to changes in the industry by customizing 
their banking ecosystem’s most critical 
components. Oracle’s cloud-enabled platform 
provides the flexibility to safely and profitably scale 
and innovate—to reimagine banking continuously.

Oracle Financial Services 
for Digital Banks
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